
Technology: 
The Good, The Bad, 
and The Scary



Hello!
Presenters: 

Jordan Reichardt is a counseling graduate student at 
Concordia University-Wisconsin graduating in May of 
2020. Her technology-free interests include potlucks with 
friends, board game nights, and improvisational comedy.

Amanda DeSua is an elementary school counselor in the 
Waukesha School District and a published children’s 
book author. Her technology-free interests include 
cooking, hiking, and goat yoga.
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Jordan and Amanda 
enjoying technology-free 

moments!
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Agenda

- Icebreaker
- Gimkit quiz
- Are we losing human connection?
- Serve and return and brain development
- Technology - the bad
- Ted Talk
- Technology - the good
- What can we do?
- Additional resources



Icebreaker

Turn and talk to a neighbor. 

Discuss three dangers of technology that you’ve observed.
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Gimkit

Go to www.gimkit.com/play

*Experiment with using your money to freeze players or earn more cash 
(powerups)
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http://www.gimkit.com/play


Are We Losing Human Connection?

“Removed” project by Eric Pickersgill
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Serve and Return: How Children’s Brains 
Develop
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_5u8-QSh6A
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m_5u8-QSh6A


Technology Altering Children’s Brains

- 3 to 5 year olds with >1 hour of 
screen time a day = decreased 
white matter in brain

- 9 and 10 year olds with >2 hours 
of screen time a day = lower 
scores on thinking and 
language tests
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Impacts of Gaming (The Bad)
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- Video games are negatively correlated to 
academic outcomes

- >7 hours a day = 40% less likely to achieve high 
academic performance

- Inversely associated with behavioral and 
psychological problems

- Correlated with poorer eating habits, less 
physical activity, and less sleep



- 2011-12 = 1st year where >50% of people in 
our population owned iPhones

- 2011-15 = 50% increase in clinical 
depression and 43% increase in ADHD

- 100% increase in suicides of teens 11-14 
from 2011 to 2015

- Increase in loneliness, decrease in sleep

Impacts of Mobile Phones (The Bad)
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4h0OJ-_FxCw
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CI6rX96oYnY
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Impacts of Social Media (According to U.S. 
Teens)
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https://www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_anxious?utm_
campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare

https://www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_anxious?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
https://www.ted.com/talks/johann_hari_this_could_be_why_you_re_depressed_or_anxious?utm_campaign=tedspread&utm_medium=referral&utm_source=tedcomshare
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Impacts of Technology (The Good)

- Creative expression
- Community (and Connection)
- Professional branding

Turn and talk: What other positives 
of technology have you observed 

in your students?



Gaming Improves 
Multitasking Skills 

(The Good)

- Adam Gazzaley - NeuroRacer Game
- Improved capacity to multitask among 

adults 60-85
- Video
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Place your screenshot here

https://www.nature.com/news/gaming-improves-multitasking-skills-1.13674


Computer Games 
Reduce Trauma 
Flashbacks (The 

Good)

Psychologists at Oxford discovered that 
playing “Tetris” after viewing traumatic 
material reduces unwanted and 
involuntary memory flashbacks
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Place your screenshot here



Texting Allows Optimal 
Distance (The Good)

- Communicating with teens with 
distance leads to positive results

- You can’t yell over text
- Amanda personal story
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Place your screenshot here
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What can we do?



- Kids thrive with boundaries!
- Swap chores for screen time
- Don’t have phones “on” you at home (central 

charging station)
- Have phone-free car rides
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Teach Moderation & Responsibility



With family dinners, students are more likely to:
-  eat healthy foods
- perform better academically
- have stronger peer relationships

Students are less likely to:
- engage in risk-taking behaviors (drugs, 

alcohol, sexual activity)
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Have Screen-Free Dinners



- Regrow neural connections
- Create a calm mind and body
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Mindfulness Practices



- When possible
- When content is emotionally heavy
- Allows reading of body language
- Allows for discussion and brainstorming
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Have Face-to-Face Conversations 



- Encourage collaboration
- Acceptance = important
- The Story of the Sand-Pile
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Use Creative Technology



- Amount of likes ≠ self-worth
- Encourage posts that build connectedness
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Encourage Self-Esteem



- Include filters
- Familiarize yourself with latest trends and apps
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Educate Yourself
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Provide a Foundation of Social Skills and More

- Part One: a strong foundation
- Part Two: a sturdy structure
- Part Three: a vibrant 

community
- Video on the importance of the 

first pillar, screen time

https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Family/48-hour-screen-time-experiment-kids-limits/story?id=53410728
https://abcnews.go.com/GMA/Family/48-hour-screen-time-experiment-kids-limits/story?id=53410728


- Build community
- Increase SEL skills
- Tenacity game - participants fared better on attention tasks (game 

demo)
- Apps to assist with addiction recovery
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Embrace Technology Apps

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N773l0PZyuA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N773l0PZyuA&feature=emb_logo
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Host or Attend a Screenagers Screening

- Find a Screening
- Teach the 3 Ex’s of Worry:

1) “Expect”
2) “Externalize”
3) “Experiment”

https://www.screenagersmovie.com/find-a-screening?gclid=CjwKCAiAhJTyBRAvEiwAln2qB36v80oime3I5T4rQpDImP11Skz-NgInzQAyRfVDmSW0wq3a2arNwBoC-3kQAvD_BwE


Other resources

- 10 Reasons Teens Have So Much Anxiety Today
- Online Behavior, Real-Life Consequences: The Unfolding Of A Social 

Media Scandal
- Small Acts of Online Kindness
- Like a Sponge Podcast: Their Own Devices
- Steve Jobs Was a Low-Tech Parent
- Student Affairs Live - The Effects of Technology on Mental Health
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/what-mentally-strong-people-dont-do/201711/10-reasons-teens-have-so-much-anxiety-today?eml
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/06/758281834/you-cant-hit-unsend-how-a-social-media-scandal-unfolded-at-harvard
https://www.npr.org/2019/09/06/758281834/you-cant-hit-unsend-how-a-social-media-scandal-unfolded-at-harvard
https://www.screenagersmovie.com/tech-talk-tuesdays/encouraging-small-acts-of-online-kindness
https://www.greatschools.org/gk/articles/like-a-sponge-their-own-devices/
https://www.nytimes.com/2014/09/11/fashion/steve-jobs-apple-was-a-low-tech-parent.html?mcubz=3
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/higher-ed-live/id717666576?i=1000385537344


Thanks!
Any questions?
You can find us at:
reichardt.jordan@gmail.com
adesua@waukesha.k12.wi.us
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